Commentary

When feelings grow cold
What to do next in the history of emotions?
mari eyice*

The history of emotions has become prominent within historical disci
plines in the last decade. This is evident from the abundance of research
that has been published, the steady stream of introductions to and hand
books describing the field,1 and the research infrastructure that currently
exists to promote it. In pace with this establishment of the history of
emotion as a perspective in history and as a research field, its own histo
riography and genealogy has become increasingly distinct. At the same
time, providing overviews of the current developments within the field
and prophesying about the future become ever more challenging as the
field grows.
It is likely that the history of emotions has reached a kind of crossroads
and with the expansion of the field, a diversion of ways in which to tack
le the question of emotions in history has emerged. A steady inflow of new
historians is turning attention to the history of emotions, while some of
its more senior members are seeking new ways to approach the historical
subject. Furthermore, the research infrastructure from which much in
fluential work in the history of emotions has emanated during the last ten
years is being re-cast and joined by new research environments with w
 ider
scopes.2
In this commentary to the history of emotions, I have interviewed seven
historians, Katie Barclay, Xavier Biron-Ouellet, Rob Boddice, R
 hodri Hay
ward, Bettina Hitzer, Piroska Nagy, and Raisa Maria Toivo.3 They are all
active within the history of emotions field of research, but come from
different academic backgrounds and are working in different academic
milieus and with different historical themes and periods. I have asked them
to give their views on what has pushed the history of emotions forward
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during their time in it, and how they envision the future of the history of
emotions as a historical endeavour to understand and explain the past.
The questions aim to highlight recent developments in the history of
emotions and to consider possible ways of developing the field for the
future. The interviewees were all given the same questions in advance and
have been talking to me on Zoom. In contrast to other articles mapping
the field through interviews with prominent historians, they have not been
in discussion with each other about the questions posed to them.4

Theoretical and methodological developments
in the history of emotions
As works in the history of emotions have amassed, a kind of genealogy of
the perspective has been handed down through theoretical and methodo
logical texts and in empirical studies. It often starts with the forerunners
of history of emotions, from Johan Huizinga to Lucien Febvre and Marc
Bloch and onwards to the foundational works by Peter Stearns, Barbara
Rosenwein, and William Reddy. This genealogy is by now well-known to
anyone familiar with the field, but approaches to the history of emotions
are nevertheless varied and newer developments within the field have not
reached canonical status in the same ways as earlier contributions have. I
asked the interviewees what they consider to be the most important
developments in the field during their active time in it. Most of them
started their research around the time the history of emotions was form
ing as a research perspective, but many of them did not consider their own
research as part of the budding field until later, even though they were
familiar with the initial works of for example Reddy.
Regarding the field today, several of the interviewees point to a later
development of a practice- and performance-based approach as crucial to
the field. According to Biron-Ouellet, there was a limiting focus on
concepts in the earlier days of the history of emotions, which restrained
historians from developing refined methods for studying emotions in his
tory. Today, when work within the field has grown considerably, there are
more insights into how the history of emotions can actually be carried
out, according to Biron-Ouellet. Toivo also points out that the field has
reached a plurality in both scope and methods that in itself makes it
relevant even after a long prehistory of searching for emotions in history.
In this plurality, she highlights the turn to practices and performances, as
well as materiality as especially significant. Toivo emphasises the works
of Monique Scheer and Piroska Nagy as particularly inspiring. Scheer has
developed a theoretical framework for studying emotions as practices, in
which emotions are seen as bodily and social.5 Nagy, who herself is one
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of the interviewees for this text, has promoted the study of emotions as
social, collective and bodily in many studies.6 Barclay likewise points to a
shift from language and words to practices, performances and materialities
in the recent development of the history of emotions. Barclay herself has
worked considerably with practice theory and developed new materialism
in relation to the history of emotions.7 Hayward in turn highlights Barclay’s
work as a part of newer developments that have invigorated the field.
The developments of the history of emotions that the interviewees find
most helpful thus seem to follow a more general trend in the historical
disciplines in the last decade, where a strong focus on discursive and
linguistic aspects in history has gradually received competition from
material and practice-based approaches. For the history of emotions, it
seems that this trend has the decided effect to widen the scope of the
historical endeavour. In the words of Barclay, practice theory helps the
historian of emotions to give space to the body in history and to theorise
the relationship between language and the physical experience of emo
tions. Likewise, Hitzer says that the later developments have helped
historians admit the human body in history, and also offered a way to
think of the body in connection to language.
Nagy emphasises this process in broader terms. According to her, his
torians of emotions are no longer struggling with a perceived divide be
tween nature and culture, or between an idea about emotions as natural
and eternal in opposition to a historically changing culture. During the
first fifteen years of the history of emotions as a research field, this was
the central issue for historians of emotions, according to her. Historians
were trying to reach beyond this perceived divide to find the “real” feelings
of historical subjects, but it was not until very recent developments in the
neurosciences that the historians’ claim that emotions are culturally spe
cific rather than natural gained scientific support.
According to both Nagy and Boddice, it is above all the work of Lisa
Feldman Barrett and her cultural and social neuroscience that is the basis
for this change in how emotions are perceived. Feldman Barrett’s theory
that emotions are made in cultural settings, rather than being something
we are born with, admits the historical changeability of emotions that
historians have been seeing in the sources.8 Furthermore, the claim that
emotions are made in social settings disrupts the idea of “inner feeling”
in opposition to “outward expression”, which is in many ways a modern
ist projection of the nature of emotion. Boddice sees this development as
the key change in the history of emotions field of research during his time
in it. According to him, the history of emotions has gone past the debate
about whether emotions are socially or universally constructed, which was
ever present in older works within the field.
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While there seems to be a certain degree of concord about central
developments in the history of emotions in the last few years, concerns
about those developments are also raised by some of the interviewees.
Hayward highlights that while a canon of classical works in the history of
emotions has gradually developed, leading to the later direction in the
field that has been discussed above, other works in the history of emotions
have been lost along the way. In a British context, he points to Raymond
Williams’s concept “structures of feeling” from the mid-1950s, which was
used in some later history of emotions studies, but is largely neglected in
the field today.

The quest of the history of emotions
Although it is evident from the wealth of studies in the history of emotions
that there are many incentives to study emotions historically, I asked the
interviewees what they thought historians of emotions are searching for
when partaking in the trends discussed above.
Barclay saw the turn to practices, performances and new materialism
as a way to access the body in historical research on emotions, and the
body is also what she thinks historians are searching for more broadly;
“we are searching for the body and for human flesh. People who are not
what they say, but how they feel, their senses and their nerves and their
gut feelings”. Barclay’s answer reveals a kind of longing for the actual
person in history, something that is expressed in different ways by other
interviewees as well. Toivo says that she thinks historians of emotions are
searching for the connection between emotions and experiences and
“reality” in quotation marks, material reality or social reality. Nagy and
Biron-Ouellet are in agreement that the history of emotions was on a quest
for human experience already from the beginning. The focus on concepts
and norms in the early works in the history of emotions was a necessary
building block for enlarging the world that historians can research for
eventually accessing historical people’s emotional experiences, according
to Nagy and Biron-Ouellet. According to Boddice, historians of emotions
are ultimately posing questions about human meaning and about human
experience, but he feels that the research field is not equipped to answer
those questions at present. According to him, the field has reached an
impasse, where the methods and theories available in the field are no
longer sufficient to answer the questions posed by it.
If we go by the answers above, it seems that the history of emotions is
on a quest for the human experience in history. This aim is quite different
from how the scope of the history of emotions is usually described in
introductions to the topic and reveals an ambition that is at the same time
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more visionary and more complicated than seeking mere representations
of emotions in the past.9 Furthermore, in discussing this quest, it becomes
apparent that there is a discrepancy about how the history of emotions
could and should proceed. Boddice’s idea about an impasse lays bare that
the history of emotions as a historical endeavour is by no means a com
pleted project.

The future for the history of emotions
There are many things that the interviewees suggest that the history of
emotions should both do and be in the years to come. Concerning which
topics should be in the pipeline to address next with a history of emotions
perspective, the suggestions are often based on present-day concerns that
have revealed gaps in our historical understanding of a phenomenon.
Toivo points to several current societal developments as incentives to
study the history of emotions. Accelerating globalisation, climate change
and the crisis brought on by the covid-19 pandemic are all issues that
create a heightened need to study how emotions shape people’s under
standing of reality. She asks why people who are living through roughly
the same events with roughly the same available information, nevertheless
create diametrically opposing explanations of what is happening to them?
Both Barclay and Hitzer also say that the current pandemic has made them
think about new topics for the history of emotions. According to Barclay,
covid-19 made her see a gap in the history of emotions concerning hope
and fear in times of epidemics. Hitzer sees a need to investigate how the
representations of data, graphs, tables and other visual media shape emo
tions.
The interviewees also perceive a lack of certain perspectives in the field
as it is practiced today. Hayward thinks that historians of emotions have
not been very good at dealing with inequality. In studies of materiality
and emotion, for example, there is little consideration of the uneven dis
tribution of goods, even though that clearly affects people’s emotional
lives, according to Hayward. Another inequality which has until recently
been largely neglected in the history of emotions is race.10 There are
theoretical works that have been influential for historians of emotions in
which ideas of inequality and hierarchy are tied to the very theory of emo
tion, yet this point has been ignored by historians.11 However, Hayward
sees recent social justice initiatives such as the Black Lives Matter move
ment as the reason to why this blind spot in the field is starting to be
eradicated.
Boddice and Nagy also address the uneven scholarly attention to dif
ferent groups and cultures within the history of emotions field. Boddice
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notices in passing that the history of emotions is primarily concerned with
white people, but more specifically with the Western world. There is a
pronounced lack of other areas of the world and of other cultures than
Western ones that are examined, according to Boddice. Nagy likewise
identifies this focus on the West as a problem within the field. She sees it
as a question about decolonialisation of the history of emotions. Accord
ing to her, the problem is not just that there has been little research on
other areas of the world, but that the field of the history of emotions in
itself is based on Western concepts and theories of emotions, which makes
it problematic to transfer to studies of other cultures.12
In relation to these shortcomings, several of the interviewees raise the
issue of monolingualism among historians. This might be a more general
concern for history as a discipline, but contributes to the problems raised
with the lack of non-Western perspectives within the field. Boddice sees
a singular focus on English literature and a negligence of literature written
in other European languages. This is an experience he shares with Nagy,
who observes how publications in English fail to reference relevant re
search written and published in for example French, German, and Italian.
This is also at odds with the quite distinct international character of the
history of emotions field, which is highlighted by several of the interview
ees. Historians of emotions gathered in the different research centres or
working individually elsewhere are to a high degree familiar with each
other and collaborate, according to the historians in this interview. How
ever, this interaction might not extend to actually reading the works of
colleagues published in languages other than English.
Perhaps most significant for the question about the future of the field
are the interviewees’ ideas regarding the way history of emotions should
be studied, theoretically and methodologically. Biron-Ouellet perceives a
general lack of comparative studies in the history of emotions, both re
garding transcultural and temporal comparisons.13 There is also a need to
reconsider the way emotions as such are viewed in the history of emotions,
according to some of the interviewees. As we have seen, Nagy addressed
the need to decolonialise the history of emotions to be able to more in
clusively study other cultures, and this critique has bearing also for how
emotions are studied within the existing research field today. According
to Nagy, the view of what emotions are is constructed within a cognitive
understanding of emotion, backed up by a therapeutic discourse. Accord
ing to this view, emotions are primarily individualistic and functioning
within individualistic societies. This understanding is at odds with much
of the very early historical works on emotions, conducted within the
Annales school. Both Marc Bloch and Lucien Febvre stressed the collective
character of emotions in history. Nagy feels that this approach has been
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left aside for the last thirty years, and although some theoretical work in
the history of emotions has recently stressed a collective character of emo
tions; this is yet again something that remains to be studied empirically.
In her own research, this is what Nagy is currently occupied with.14
Boddice also sees a limitation with the categories that define the his
tory of emotions today. As we saw earlier, he feels that the field has reached
an impasse, where it is unable to answer the questions it poses. According
to him, the definitional constraints of the concept of emotion is in itself
the problem. The separation of fields such as the history of emotions, the
history of the senses and the history of memory is a projection of our own
modern categories and ignores how these aspects of human experience
were connected and often completely disrupted in the past. This is the
reason why Boddice himself has advocated a turn towards a history of
experience in recent publications, which he perceives as a merging of the
history of emotions with the history of the senses.15
Hitzer has herself worked with what she describes as the intensive link
between emotions and senses historically. In her research on the history
of cancer, she saw how important especially the senses of touch and smell
could be to emotions in relation to the experience of cancer.16 In contrast
to Boddice, however, Hitzer sees a value in refraining from merging the
two fields into a new one, since she perceives them as two distinct entities
that are both unstable and changeable in history. By examining them
separately, but being attentive to how they interrelate, she thinks the
historicity of both entities will become clearer.
Hitzer raises instead the question of the temporality of emotions. In
her own research milieu at the Max Planck Institute for Human Develop
ment in Berlin, she has been inspired by the ideas of Ulman Linden
berger, a psychologist who is working with emotional development in the
lifespan of individuals and who argues that emotional change is con
nected to aging. In the history of emotions, this idea has not been explored,
according to Hitzer, although emotional change through generations has
been considered, mainly through Rosenwein’s work on generations of
feelings.17 Hitzer suggests that historians of emotions should consider
emotions throughout a lifespan of a generation and how those might be
affected by changing historical contexts.
Finally, there is the question about what the history of emotions as a
research field can become in the future. The interviewees were asked both
what they hoped for and what they thought likely to occur. Some of the
interviewees discussed this question in relation to current and coming
trends in society. Hayward argues that the history of emotions has from
the start been following popular trends, so that thinking within the field
has followed new developments in society. For example, he sees the turn
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towards the body and practices discussed earlier in this text as a response
to a transformation in popular psychological thinking, where interest in
bodily practices such as yoga and meditation already before the turn to
practices in history had replaced more cognitively oriented methods for
self-help and therapy. This means that the development in the future is
possibly also in part dependent on which role emotions play in society.
Both Toivo and Hitzer discussed how contemporary events had made
them think about the history of emotions in new ways, and they too think
that the development in the field is partly dependent on societal change.
Barclay also points out that the history of emotions is dependent on a
societal interest in emotions and that a backlash in an interest in emotion
would affect the perspective. However, she does not see that happening
in the near future.
The possible popular influences notwithstanding, it seems that all of
the interviewees agree that the history of emotions will transform in the
foreseeable future, even if their visions of how it will alter are different.
Barclay brings up the current state of gender history as a desirable devel
opment for the history of emotions. She argues that gender history is such
a well-known perspective that it provides a constant inflow of new people
and new ideas. If the history of emotions reached the same level of recog
nition as gender history, the scope of the field would be expanded and
re-energized. What is gained for the discipline of history as whole would
be that more attention would be brought to the humanness of historical
subjects, as well as the disorderliness and uniqueness of these subjects.
Hitzer likewise considers it desirable that the history of emotions is inte
grated into the more general discipline of history. Moreover, she sees a
risk in having most of the research on the history of emotions carried out
at specialised research centres, and thus making the field seemingly appear
either too exotic or too passé once the centres are gone. However, the
discipline of history as a whole would gain from a deeper understanding
of how emotions are integral to any aspect of historical development,
according to Hitzer. Hayward also sees the future disappearance of the
centres as a reason for the coming change within the field. He thinks that
emotions as a discrete category for historical research will eventually dis
appear and probably be replaced by a broader category such as the his
tory of experience.
Other interviewees also point to the history of experience as a way
forward. Biron-Ouellet identifies a need to integrate emotions into the
broader discipline of history, which would make history less cynical as a
discipline. According to him, valuing emotions as part of each historical
situation leads to appreciating that the historical record meant something
experientially visceral to people of the past. Texts are not just remains of
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“genre” or “ritual” for example, but something that had bearing for
people’s experiences. According to Biron-Ouellet, focusing on experi
ences instead of emotions is a way of achieving this, since the framework
of history of experiences integrates the body and the senses in the same
framework. Nagy agrees with several of the others that the history of
emotions makes history more human-focused, but that it needs to expand
to reach its potential. She highlights the French research field of histoire
des sensibilités, centred around Alain Corbin, in which emotions are already
incorporated into a much wider framework of sensibilities. However, she
thinks that the emergence of the history of experience offers new meth
odological and theoretical insights into the study of human experience.
Boddice has, as was noted above, advocated the history of experience
as a way to deal with the shortcomings he perceives in the history of emo
tions today. He thinks that the ultimate goal for the history of experience
is to understand what it means to be human, without assuming anything
a priori about human nature. Some works in the history of emotions have
already done that to a certain extent, according to Boddice. Reddy’s book
The Navigation of Feeling (2001) investigates the French Revolution as a
period when some emotions were lost and new ones emerged, but Boddice
thinks that a disruption with the assumed continuity of emotions through
history needs to be considered much more d
 eeply. For this to occur,
historians have to work more together with the disciplines of natural
sciences, even though this is a prospect encumbered with many difficulties
in the academic world today.
Toivo also discusses the future of the field in relation to the history of
experience. She hopes that the history of emotions will merge with other
disciplinary fields of enquiry, like it has already done in her workplace at
the HEX centre at Tampere University, which is dedicated to the history
of experience. However, like Boddice, Toivo sees problems with establish
ing a new field of research. According to her, the development of new
theories and methodologies that are currently going on at HEX requires
long-term support and also allowances for mistakes.18
Judging by the answers to these last questions, it seems that there is
indeed a divide in how the future of the history of emotions as an endeav
our to understand the past and as a research field is perceived by some of
its current and prominent members. Primarily, there seems to be a dis
crepancy in how the interviewees think that the history of emotions should
relate to the general discipline of history. While there are strong voices
for integrating the study of emotions into the wider historical endeavour,
the call to integrate the history of emotions into a new field of the his
tory of experience seems to instead advocate for further study of human
experience as a discrete category. As becomes clear from Boddice’s and
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Toivo’s comments, this endeavour seems to be connected to an inter
disciplinary ambition.

Conclusions
These interviews have revealed an ambition among historians to engage
with the historical subject in its human, bodily and experiencing form.
That this ambition is addressed so boldly in the interviews is in itself a
sign that the history of emotions has evolved in the last five to ten years.19
The field seems by now to have reached a state of agreement as to the
ability of historical research to access human experience in history.
Although there have been several attempts at this in the discipline of
history before, it seems nevertheless that recent developments in the his
tory of emotions have re-actualised and invigorated the quest for human
experience in history.20 As several of the interviewees pointed out, success
for this ambition would mean more consideration of the humanness of
historical subjects, something that would surely enrich the discipline of
history as a whole.21
Furthermore, it seems that this progression has evolved in relation to
the development in the disciplines of neurosciences and psychology.
Whether this might be the start of a new kind of interdisciplinary research,
it may be too soon to say; but there are certainly aspirations among the
interviewees and in other groups signalling such a direction.22
Another consequence of this evolution is the divergence of perspectives
on how the history of emotions should proceed from its current position.
While some of the interviewees seem to see this development as a means
to study the history of emotions as such more efficiently or more broadly,
others see it at as a reason to widen critical inquiry under the name of the
history of experience. This disciplinary bifurcating might be spurred by
the current reorganisation of the research infrastructure for the history of
emotions, and it remains to be seen whether the history of experience will
emerge as a field in its own right, as the history of emotions has done up
to this point. Whatever the case may be, it seems like the search for emo
tions in history faces a thorough reshaping in the years to come.
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